N AT U R A L I S S C I E N T I F I C E X P E D I T I O N S

For adventurers with a passion
for nature and science

N AT U R A L I S

S C I E N T I F I C

Great discoveries,
unforgettable memories
Those who join any of our scientific expeditions are in for a unique experience. You’ll be part of our
research team, you’ll visit places in the middle of wild nature, and you’ll see expedition sites that others
may not enter. The circumstances are often rough and far from comfortable. But the discoveries are
grand, and the memories are unforgettable. Join Naturalis Scientific Expeditions!

E X P E D I T I O N S

Travelling with an extra dimension

Travelling may be second nature to you, but you’ve never experienced this kind of trip before. With Naturalis
Scientific Expeditions, you’ll travel in the company of top researchers to chart the breath-taking richness
of life on earth. Moreover, with your participation, you support the important work of Naturalis, and you’ll
remain closely involved in the results, even after the expedition.

Naturalis Scientific Expeditions: a life-changing experience
Naturalis Biodiversity Center

Naturalis Biodiversity Center is one of the top five institutes in the world in the field of biodiversity.
We do research and study the knowledge that contributes to a sustainable planet. That research is
necessary because biodiversity - the wide variety of nature - is of vital importance for food, medicines
and a healthy living environment. The foundation of our research is our collection of 42 million animals,
plants, fossils and stones. It is our natural history heritage, one of the largest and most important
natural history collections in the world. We share our knowledge with other scientists and the general
public, in the Netherlands and far beyond.

Destinations

As an explorer, you can choose from one of the following destinations: USA, Indonesia, Portugal, Angola,
Curaçao, Bhutan or the Amazon. Our top researchers will be your guides on this extraordinary journey through
the fascinating world of science.

More than an expedition

Your participation in Naturalis Scientific Expeditions starts before you leave. During the Pre-expedition
events, we’ll tell you everything you need to know about your trip. You’ll have an unforgettable time in the
field because nature has never been so close. And after returning home, we share the results of the research
with you. It’s much more than an expedition. A Naturalis Scientific Expedition is a life-changing experience
that will stay with you forever. Read on for more information.

WYOMING USA

Digging for Dinosaurs

The Longneck Quest in Wyoming

WYOMING USA

Digging for Dinosaurs

The Longneck Quest in Wyoming
Dinosaurs - or, rather, their fossilized bones - have intrigued people for centuries. With the first discoveries
in western science dating back to the 17th century, it was not until 1842 that scientists recognized the true
nature of these wonderful animals, and the name ‘Dinosauria’, meaning ‘Terrible Lizards’, was coined. Since
then, more than 1500 different dinosaur species have been discovered.
In 2013 our scientists discovered a truly superb and very complete Tyrannosaurus rex fossil in Montana, USA,
which is now the leading exhibit in our dinosaur gallery. Trix, as she is called, ranks among the best-preserved
T. rex skeletons in the world.
In our public LiveScience lab, our scientists are currently working on the equally incredible discovery of five
Triceratops specimens. The first skeleton is already on display in our new dinosaur gallery, while the remaining
skeletons are carefully being freed from the surrounding rock. Our international team of palaeontologists is
also exploring a new site in a quest to find the largest of all dinosaurs: a sauropod.
There is nothing more thrilling than discovering and digging out fossil bones. You can be part of that unique
experience yourself by joining our team of scientists for a couple of days during their fieldwork trip to Wyoming
this year. As a part of the team, you’ll get to camp out in the field, assist with digging out the bones and
participate in the daily briefings and discussions.

WYOMING USA
Digging for Dinosaurs. Preliminary programme

Naturalis has compiled a three-day programme for impact sponsors to participate in the ‘quest for a longneck
dino’. The programme is indicative and can be adapted to some extent to personal wishes.

Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum: You’ll tour our 22-story collection tower, and you’ll get to work in our dino lab,
where we’re conserving 130 million-year-old Triceratops bones
• In the afternoon you’ll take a 3D printing class, and attend a lecture by our dinosaur palaeontologist,
Prof. dr. Anne Schulp

Expedition
•
•
•
•
•

trix in natura

lis

Travel to the dig site in Wyoming
1-2 days of fieldwork
Option for museum visit, guided by prof Schulp
Option for visiting Yellowstone National Park
Return flight home

Post-expedition
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• Dinner with the Museum Director
• Guided evening tour of the museum (only open for guest)

Costs

The Dino Adventure Package costs € 20,000.- per participant.
There are 8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: summer.

Click the link for an impression of the dinosaur expedition:
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TRINIL INDONESIA

In the footsteps of Dubois, the scientist
who discovered the ‘missing link’
A unique expedition to Trinil, Indonesia

TRINIL INDONESIA

A unique expedition
to Trinil, Indonesia
Professor Eugene Dubois (1858-1940) was a Dutch medical doctor and an anatomist working at the University
of Amsterdam. He was always intrigued by Darwin’s evolution theory, On the Origin of Species and decided, as
a young man, that he wanted to prove that mankind originated evolutionarily from apes. While most scientists
were setting up expeditions to Africa, Dubois was convinced that the missing link could be found in Indonesia
- as he thought man was closer related to orangutans and gibbons than gorillas and chimpanzees.
Indonesia was a colony of The Netherlands in those days. Dubois convinced his local government to support him in
his quest to explore potential sites for fossils. After years of hardship, he discovered the missing link, connecting
man and ape: Pithecanthropus erectus - Java man, later renamed Homo erectus, in tuff stone formations along
the banks of the Solo River at Trinil.
While there, Dubois also built up an enormous fossil collection of Indonesia’s historical fauna. The Naturalis
museum houses the world-famous Dubois collection counting some 40,000 fossils as well as many of his personal
artefacts. The centrepiece of the museum is the Early Man Gallery with the fossil remains of Homo erectus.

Professor Eugene Dubois (1858-19
40

)

A few years ago, Naturalis scientists discovered two mussel shells with engravings in the Dubois collection. The
engravings are approx. 480.000 years old and were most probably made by Homo erectus, representing perhaps
the earliest art in the world.
Professor Jose Joordens of Naturalis and her international research team are currently investigating the Dubois
collection and revisiting the Trinil site, where they are looking for new evidence using novel techniques such as
ancient DNA and protein studies, and comparative anatomy, just as Dubois did. Research is done in the lab at
Naturalis and on-site in Trinil.

The Dubois Experience: Unique Opportunity for
Participation Through Impact Sponsoring

In 2020 Naturalis offers a rare opportunity for sponsors to immerse themselves in the world of palaeontology
and archaeology by spending a couple of days being part of the research team.
There are two basic elements in this partnership: a 1-2 day visit to the Naturalis museum in The Netherlands
where you can explore the Dubois collections, including his personal artefacts, and a 1-3 day trip to Indonesia
to visit the original Trinil dig site, join the field research team and explore local flora and fauna with an expert.
A cultural programme of the area can also be attached.

TRINIL INDONESIA
In the footsteps of Dubois. Preliminary programme
Pre-Expedition

Day 1:
• An evening reception and private visit to the Naturalis museum to view the fossils of Homo erectus in the
Early Man Gallery and attend a lecture by Prof Joordens in which she will explain the discovery and discuss
the current research
• This is followed by a guided tour to all eight galleries of the museum, including the earthquake experience and
the dino experience
• The night is capped off with a dinner in the Naturalis museum at the royal viewing platform with the public
director of Naturalis
Day 2:
A day visit to the Naturalis collection tower, which is closed for the public, to explore the rich collection of
Dubois’s personal belongings, and his enormous fossils legacy. This includes:
• A historical lecture on Dubois by a Naturalist scientist
• Educational programme at Naturals for children
• A gift set of the 3D printed skull cap, thigh bones, molars, and engraved shell to study and prepare for the field
trip to Trinil
• Reading material is also included

Expedition

Day 1:
• The first day starts in Trinil, Indonesia, where you’ll visit the dig site of Dubois under supervision of
Prof. Joordens and her team. You’ll take part in the excavation and examination of fossils and receive on-site
explanations about geology, palaeontology and the biology of the site and its environment
• In the evening you will visit the Trinil museum for a private guided tour, where you’ll be able to look and examine
top pieces in the local collection and attend evening lectures by Museum Director and Prof. Joordens
Day 2:
• The second day consists of on-site digging, cleaning and examining fossil finds led by Prof Joordens
• The day concludes with a dinner with a local host family
Day 3 and further can be combined with:
• a boat trip on the Solo river
• a visit to the local markets in Trinil
• a visit to Borobudur

• an excursion to Yogyakarta
• a custom experience

This impact sponsoring opportunity is a one-off expedition with Prof. Joordens and her team.
It is uniquely organised for impact sponsors. The site is normally closed.
The Dubois experience includes, an orientation program can be adapted to personal wishes

Costs

The Expedition to the Deep Package costs € 25,000.- per participant.
There are 8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: on call.

TRINIL INDONESIA
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TO R R ES V E D R AS PO RT U G A L

Digging for Dinosaurs
The Giant Dinosaurs of Portugal

TO R R ES V E D R AS PO RT U G A L

Digging for Dinosaurs
The Giant Dinosaurs of Portugal

Everybody knows the impressive scenes from the movie Jurassic Park in which herds of giant long-necked
dinosaurs are slowly moving through the landscape. How amazing would it be to be part of a scientific team
that discovers and digs up the fossil bones of these majestic creatures? To talk with scientists about what
these finds mean, to discuss how the climate conditions were in those days and what the flora looked like?
With the knowledge from the past, we can better understand the natural processes and anticipate changes
in our living environment today.
Naturalis Biodiversity Center is working closely together with the Sociedade de História Natural (SHN) in
Torres Vedras, Portugal, to establish an exciting new dinosaur museum. The Torres Vedras region features
several rich dinosaur dig sites, which have yielded, amongst others, the remains of a Brachiosaurus. In addition
to the dinosaurs on display at the museum, even more dinosaur material is hosted in the scientific reference
collection of the SHN.
Naturalis Scientific Expeditions offers you an opportunity to participate in this project by excavating,
preparing and 3D imaging fossil bones, and getting a unique ‘behind-the-scenes’ visit to the scientific
collections. Through impact sponsoring, you can support Naturalis and SHN with their palaeontological
research and help realize a new dinosaur museum in Portugal.
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TO R R ES V E D R AS PO RT U G A L
The Giant Dinosaurs of Portugal. Preliminary programme
Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum: visiting the 22-story collection tower of Naturalis, working in de dinolab to conserve
130 million year old Triceratops bones
• This is followed by a 3D printing class, a lecture by our dinosaur paleontologist, Prof.dr. Anne Schulp

Expedition

Day 1: Lisbon
• Travel to Lisbon
• Attend an introductory lecture by Prof. Anne Schulp (Naturalis) on dinosaur research
• Dinner in Lisbon
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Day 2: Torres Vedras
• Guided tour of the Torres Vedras collection facilities (not open to the public)
• Dig for fossils at two sites under the supervision of palaeontologist Bruno Camilo Silva
• Crash course in fossil bones preparation
• Crash course in the 3D lab
• Nature excursion (flora and fauna) guided by a local expert
• Dinner in the museum with the director, as well as scientists and members of the town council
Day 3: Lisbon
• Return to Lisbon (visit Instituto de Porto for a port tasting experience)
• Homeward journey
Day 4: Evora (optional)
• Trip to Evora
Programme can be adapted to personal interest.

Post-expedition

• Dinner with the Museum Director in the restaurant of the 9th floor
• Guided evening tour of the museum (only open for guest)

Costs
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The Giant Dinosaurs Package costs € 10,000.- per participant.
There are 6 - 8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: on-call, from April till October

TO R R ES V E D R AS PO RT U G A L
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LUANDA ANGOLA

Digging for Dinosaurs

The hunt for Mosasaurs and other fossils in Angola

LUANDA ANGOLA

Digging for Dinosaurs
The hunt for Mosasaurs and
other fossils in Angola

Angola hosts a rich biodiversity, with ecosystems ranging from the Namib desert in the southwest, through
the Okavango and Zambezi basins in the Southeast, to the tropical forest in the Congo basin in the Northeast
of the country.
Nowadays, the Southern Atlantic Ocean is known for its abundant fisheries. Towards the end of the Age of
Dinosaurs, the upwelling of nutrient-rich waters supported a rich and diverse marine ecosystem. With NSX
you can ‘dive’ into this ancient ocean to meet the sea reptiles that inhabited these waters 70 million years
ago. You will encounter the fossils of large mosasaurs, long-necked plesiosaurs, sea turtles as well as other
now-extinct marine creatures, all preserved in unique detail – a truly spectacular fossil site.
Naturalis palaeontologist Prof Anne Schulp is working with colleagues from the US (Prof Louis Jacobs from
Dallas, Tx and mosasaur expert Michael Polcyn) and Portugal (Prof Octávio Mateus, Universidade Nova de
Lisboa) on an exciting project to uncover the fossil record of the Late Cretaceous period, with mosasaurs as
a primary focus. Among the highlights at this site are the multiple skeletons of the mosasaur Prognathodon
kianda, a large, agile marine lizard.

view from the campsite

The Universidade Agostino Neto in Luanda is a partner on the project. Angolan students from the university do
fieldwork with our research team and have internships in Dallas and Lisbon. NSX impact sponsoring focuses
on two aspects: financing the scientific research and fieldwork in this unique area, and capacity building by
involving and training the young Angolan students.
This expedition will take you to a remote area of the Namib desert along the coast of southern Angola. The
expedition site is extremely rich in fossils that are excellently preserved in a loose sandy sediment, so the
excavation is a relatively easy task. This is one of the top dig sites for fossils in the Southern hemisphere. The
expedition camp is positioned on the beach overlooking the ocean.

LUANDA ANGOLA
The Hunt for Mosasaurs. Preliminary programme

Naturalis proposes a 3-4 day programme for impact sponsors to participate and support the ‘hunt for
mosasaurs’. This is a once in a lifetime experience in a truly remote corner of the world. The programme
below is indicative and can be adapted or extended to meet personal wishes. Both fossil and current
biodiversity are addressed i.e. visits to Etosha and / or Okavango.

Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum. You’ll visit the 22-story collection tower of Naturalis and get hands-on experience
at the dino lab, where scientists are conserving the bones of a 70 million-year-old Triceratops. Your visit
to the lab will include a 3D printing class and an introduction by palaeontologist Prof Anne Schulp
• Alternatively, a large selection of fossils from our project in Angola is currently on display in a temporary
exhibition at the National Museum of Natural History in Washington. A guided visit to this exhibition can
also be arranged

Expedition

Feel the thrill of discovering new fossils in the desert!
• Travel to Windhoek (Namibia), and from there to Lubango (Angola)
• The next day you’ll take a three-hour trip to the dig site driving through the fascinating Serra de Leba
• 1-2 day fieldwork: be part of a small team of palaeontologists excavating fossils
• A field course in local desert flora and fauna
• Return to Lubango; possibility to extend the itinerary with a cultural or social programme
(i.e. wildlife safari in Etosha)

Post-expedition

• Dinner with the Naturalis Director in the restaurant
• Guided evening tour of the museum (only open for guest)

Costs

The Hunt for Mosasaurs Package costs € 25,000.- per participant.
There are 6-8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible. Travel period: on call and all year.

A trailer for an upcoming documentary about the site can be seen here:
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CURAÇAO CORAL REEFS

An expedition to the deep

Board a submarine and discover the reefs and
deep underwater world of Curaçao

CUR AÇ AO COR AL REEFS

An expedition to the deep

Board a submarine and discover the reefs
and deep underwater world of Curaçao
Life originated in the sea and is therefore much older than life on land. Marine organisms have a remarkable
diversity in life-history strategies. The sum total of genetic resources in the sea is expected to be much
more diverse than on land, but much remains to be researched and discovered.
Naturalis scientists study marine life on coral reefs, as these ecosystems belong to the most diverse and
productive in the world. Coral reefs occupy only 0.2% of the total ocean surface, but they harbour over 25%
of known marine life. Reef systems are incredibly vulnerable to the effects of climate change and pollution.
Inventorying and monitoring their changes are very important for science and society.
As an impact sponsor, you have the opportunity to support the work of our scientists by participating in
our special expedition to the deep. As a member of our scientific team, you will board research vessel (RV)
Chapman, equipped with a range of state-of-the-art sampling instruments for marine research, and set sail
in the blue ocean waters of Curaçao.
The Chapman carries a modern mini-submarine (Curasub) licensed to dive down as deep as 300 meters, well
below the reach of daylight. You will sit side by side with the lead scientists while taking samples of deep
underwater life with the sub’s robot arm. It’s an incredible opportunity to witness life in the deep dark waters.

A substation

Each expedition with the Curasub offers a chance to discover unknown sea life. Our scientists discovered a
mollusc typified as a living fossil, which was around at the time of the dinosaurs! You may also participate in
scuba diving sampling trips on the shallow reef as part of the inventory and monitoring program, and observe
its rich wildlife as well as the devastating effects of reef bleaching.

under water world substation

CUR AÇ AO COR AL REEFS
Expedition to the deep. Preliminary programme

Naturalis compiled a 3-4 day field programme for impact sponsors to participate in a marine scientific expedition.
Through your paid participation, you make this research program possible. Species new to science are likely to
be found, and as a participant, you will work with our scientists to give these new species a name.
The programme described here is indicative and can be adapted to some extent to personal wishes. The scientific
fieldwork program of Naturalis in Curaçao can be combined with a customised social and cultural programme
on the island or in the region.

Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum in Leiden. You’ll visit the 22 story collection tower of Naturalis and view one of the
world’s largest natural history collections
• This is followed by a private lecture from leading Naturalis scientist and reef specialist Dr Bert Hoeksema,
and a light training program to prepare for working onboard ships
• A medical examination is obligatory for those participating in the scuba diving activities

Expedition
leaving harbor Curaçao

Travel to Curaçao where you’ll meet the science team and visit the field station. You’ll get a guided tour of the
local natural history collections and attend a lecture by the lead scientist and expedition leader. You’ll then
board the Chapman where you will participate in safety exercises.
• Day 1: Includes fieldwork on the reef and sampling, either from the Chapmans’ decks (from nets) or from
rubber dinghies. Those selected for the scuba diving will also participate in scuba diving sampling trips. In
the evening, you will sort the samples and identify organisms
• Day 2: Is the deep-sea dive with the Curasub. In the evening, you will sort the samples and identify organisms
• Day 3: Includes further sampling on the reef, and you will attend a lecture on marine ecosystems
by Prof. Nicole de Voogd
• Day 4: Return to Curaçao
• Possible extension with a cultural or social program

Post-expedition

• Private dinner with Naturalis Director in the Naturalis restaurant
• Private guided evening tour of the museum galleries
• Event: Naming new species discovered in the deep with Prof. Nicole de Voogd

Costs

The Expedition to the Deep Package costs € 25,000.- per participant.
There are 6-8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: all year.

CUR AÇ AO COR AL REEFS

B H U TA N H I M A L AYA

Exploring the Wilderness of Bhutan
Discovering species new to science

B H U TA N H I M A L AYA

Exploring the Wilderness
of Bhutan
Discovering species new to science
fieldwork

The kingdom of Bhutan is located in the Eastern Himalayas, bordering with Tibet and India. Its landscape
ranges from lush subtropical plains in the south to the sub-alpine Himalayan mountains in the north, where
their peaks rise over 7,000 metres (23,000 ft).
The wildlife of Bhutan is notable for its diversity. The warm southern part of Bhutan supports wildlife that is
usually associated with a tropical-jungle climate. As one progresses north, the wildlife changes accordingly
as the elevation increases. Bhutan is one of the ten global biodiversity ‘hotspots’ with many unique animal and
plant species. Its government has a powerful national policy to maintain and protect the country’s biodiversity.
Because of its unique biological diversity, Bhutan is sometimes referred to as “the last Shangri-La”.
Naturalis has a special relationship with Bhutan. Dutch researchers collaborate with their Bhutanese
counterparts to document the countries diversity with particular emphasis on dragonflies and bumblebees.
The dragonfly larvae are particularly useful as water quality indicators. And bumblebees are the dominant
pollinators of apples and cardamom.
The fieldwork on dragonflies takes place in the low tropical parts of Bhutan, and we study the bee populations
in the high alpine meadows of the Himalaya. Butterflies are also sampled on these excursions at night with
light traps so they can be identified and counted.

B H U TA N H I M A L AYA
Exploring species diversity in Bhutan.
Naming new species. Preliminary programme

Naturalis compiled a 3-4 day field programme for impact sponsors to participate in a unique species discovery
expedition. Species new to science are likely to be found; therefore, the participants who work with the
scientists can contribute to the naming of the new species.
The programme is indicative and can be adapted to some extent to personal wishes. The scientific fieldwork
program of Naturalis can be combined with a customised social and cultural programme.

Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum in Leiden. You’ll visit the 22 story collection tower of Naturalis, and view one of the
world’s largest natural history collections
• This is followed by a private lecture from the leading Naturalis scientist, dr Vincent Kalkman, and a light
training program to prepare for working in Bhutan

Expedition

Travel to Thimphu, Bhutan’s capital where you’ll meet the science team and visit the national biodiversity
institute for a guided tour of the local natural history collections. You’ll also attend a lecture by local scientists
and meet with the institute’s director.
• Day 1: Fieldwork in the tropical regions where you will sample and identify dragonflies. You will stay overnight
in the field station and attend a lecture by Naturalis scientist dr Vincent Kalkman
• Day 2: Travel to sampling site in an alpine meadow of the Himalaya and spend the night in expedition camp
• Day 3: You will sample and identify bees. This includes a night expedition with light traps to sample butterflies
and other insects. You will also attend a lecture on alpine fauna
• Day 4: Return to Thimphu. Possible extension with a cultural or social program

Post-expedition

• Private dinner with Naturalis Director in the Naturalis restaurant
• Guided evening tour of the museum galleries (only open for guests)
• Event: Naming new species discovered in Bhutan

Costs

The Wilderness of Bhutan Package costs € 25,000.- per participant.
There are 6-8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: on call.

B H U TA N H I M A L AYA
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THE AMAZON

Deep Amazon Expedition

Species discovery and ecological research
in the world’s most important ecosystem

THE AMAZON

Deep Amazon Expedition

Species discovery and ecological research
in the world’s most important ecosystem
Spanning a mind-boggling 6.7 million km2 the Amazon biome is unrivalled in scale and biological complexity.
It is one of the most biodiverse places on earth. The Amazon basin holds the largest remaining tropical
rainforest in the world, which houses at least 10% of the world’s known biodiversity, including endemic and
endangered flora and fauna. Some 16,000 species of trees are found here. The Amazon river accounts for
15-16% of the world’s total river discharge into the oceans. It is over 6,600 km long, with 1100 tributaries
and streams that provide a biotope to 5600 fish species, the largest number of freshwater fish species in the
world. There may be as many as 50,000 species of insects living in the Amazon forests.
The Amazon is part of 8 countries: Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname and
French Guiana, and it provides a home to over 30 million people, making it a very complicated ecosystem to
manage and protect.
Several Naturalis scientists research various parts of this interesting and threatened area. Lead researcher
Professor Hans ter Steege attends to the inventorying and barcoding of trees in the Amazon. The knowledge
of the number and distribution of species in this vast area is still limited. By unravelling the links between
biodiversity and climate, it’s possible to make predictions about the impact of climate change on this
impressive nature, which is indispensable for the responsible use of natural resources such as wood, food
and medicines.
Impact sponsoring makes these expeditions possible. Joining in on these ground-breaking discoveries in the
Amazon is a rare privilege and a life-changing experience.
Since our scientists work in different parts of the Amazon, there is some choice regarding entry points,
regions, and dates to participate.

THE AMAZON
Deep Amazon Expedition. Species discovery and
ecological research. Preliminary programme

Naturalis has compiled a 4-8 day programme for impact sponsors to participate in the “deep amazon
expedition”. The programme is indicative and can be adapted to some extent to personal wishes. Both
flora and fauna biodiversity are addressed. There are several starting and access points possible (Manaus,
Paramaribo, Iquitos) connecting to a number of research sites deep in the forest.

Pre-expedition

• A day at the museum. You’ll visit the 22 story collection tower of Naturalis and work in the lab studying
herbarium sheets and other specimens
• You’ll also attend a lecture by our leading plant scientist, Prof. Hans ter Steege and receive practical
instructions for the amazon expedition regarding gear, safety instructions and clothing

Expedition Manaus

• Day 1: Arrival in Manaus. You’ll meet with the international expedition team and local support staff and
attend a lecture by Prof Hans ter Steege on Amazon diversity, packing up and safety instructions
The evening is spent in the lodge
• Day 2: Travel into the Amazon (by car, boat, on foot) to reach to expedition camp deep in the forest. Evening
dinner will be in the camp. PhD students will present their research projects
• Day 3: We start with a morning sampling tour, followed by the identification and preparation of the samples.
In the afternoon, those who dare can climb the 325 metres (1000 feet) Amazon Tall Tower Observatory
(ATTO) for more sampling. The evening is spent at the camp
• Day 4: Return trek to Manaus with a canopy (treetop) walk and wildlife observations. In town, we’ll visit the
biodiversity institute, meet with the director, attend a lecture on species diversity and threats, and have a
farewell dinner. The evening is spent in the lodge
• A cultural and social program in Manaus or elsewhere in the region can be attached upon request

Post-expedition

• Dinner with the Naturalis Director in the restaurant
• The naming of species new to science
• Guided evening tour of the museum (only open for guest)

Costs

The Deep Amazon Expedition Package costs € 25,000.- per participant.
There are 8 participants per expedition. Buy-outs are possible.
Travel period: throughout the year.

THE AMAZON

INVEST IN THE FUTURE
Travel to faraway destinations, dive into the world of science, experience the prep work for distant expeditions,
go along and stay involved with the research results. With your participation in Naturalis Scientific Expeditions,
you invest in much more than an unforgettable adventure. You make scientific research possible. And that’s
necessary for a healthy future for everyone.

Interested in Naturalis Scientific Expeditions?
Are you interested in being part of an expedition from Naturalis Scientific Expeditions?
Please contact Bouchra Filali, manager partnerships and program leader of
Naturalis Scientific Expeditions.
bouchra.filali@naturalis.nl,
call +31 6 448 60 733
or go to www.naturalisscientificexpeditions.nl

Naturalis Biodiversity Center | Darwinweg 2 | 2333 CR LEIDEN | TEL.: 071 751 96 00 | www.naturalis.nl

